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ABSTRACT
In this paper I discuss the acquisition of three external vowel sandhi rules (elision, diphthongization, and degemination) in Brazilian Portuguese, based on production data by two children from 1;4 to 3;6 years old. I argue that the acquisition of sandhi rules is dependent on the acquisition of syllable structure. Children are shown to incorrectly apply elision over diphthongization when they start applying sandhi rules, because they do not master the syllable structures that allow them to produce diphthongs. I also show that the properties of the rules are not mastered simultaneously and that the properties related to higher prosodic domains are the first ones to be acquired.

RESUMO
Neste artigo, discuto a aquisição de três regras de sândi vocálico externo (elisão, ditongação e degeminação) em Português Brasileiro, tomando como base a produção de duas crianças entre 1;4 e 3;6 anos. Argumento que a aquisição das regras de sândi é dependente da aquisição da estrutura silábica. As crianças aplicam incorretamente a elisão no lugar da ditongação quando começam a aplicar as regras de sândi porque elas ainda não dominam as estruturas silábicas que lhes permitem produzir ditongos. Mostro também que as propriedades das regras não são dominadas ao mesmo tempo e que a propriedades relacionadas com os domínios prosódicos mais altos são as primeiras a serem adquiridas.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the acquisition of phonology has received much attention since the earliest studies on language acquisition, the focus has been almost entirely on phonological processes that occur in child language and not on the acquisition of the rules that describe phonological processes in adult language. In fact, the literature on the acquisition of adult rules is considerably scarce (see, for instance, Klein, 1984; Dresher; Kaye, 1990; Fikkert, 1994 on the acquisition of primary stress). In particular, little is known about the acquisition of between-word processes that occur in adult language (see Drachman, 1973 on the assimilation of place of articulation between clitics and nouns; Demuth, 1993 on tonal alternations in Sesotho; Bernhardt; Stemberger, 1998 on between-word palatalization and tapping in English; and Newton; Wells 1999, 2002 on juncture processes). This paper makes a contribution to broadening the understanding of how children acquire adult rules by investigating the acquisition of three sandhi rules in Brazilian Portuguese: elision, diphthongization, and degemination.

There are two different views on how children acquire adult rules. The first approach is represented by Stemberger (1989), who analyzed speech errors in adults’ and children’s utterances both within and between words, and Newton and Wells (1999, 2002), who studied children’s production of assimilation, elision, and liaison between words. Stemberger (1989) claims that “adult language production mechanisms are largely in place and operating normally from a very early beginning”. In other words, for him “there seem to be no points of discontinuity or radical reorganization in the development” (STEMBERGER, 1989, p. 86). This view later leads Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998) to “speculate that alternations involving deletion of an element should be acquired early and possibly without error” (Bernhardt; Stemberger, 1998, p. 637). In the same vein, Newton and Wells (2002) propose that the application of juncture processes is automatic; what must be learned – and this is the difference between adults’ and children’s outputs - is the articulation of individual gestures and intergestural overlaps. According to them, assimilation and elision appear as early as the production of two-word utterances. They acknowledge that there is a pattern of development in the realization of assimilation and elision, but attribute this pattern to imprecise gestural articulations, which need to be mastered by the child.

The second approach to the acquisition of adult rules is explored by Scarpa (1997), Aburre, Galves and Scarpa (1999), and Komatsu and Santos (2007), among others, who argue that the rules of diphthongization, elision, and degemination are indeed acquired and that children make errors in this developmental process. Komatsu and Santos (2007), for instance, show that children’s production of elision, diphthongization, and degemination changes throughout the acquisition process and that three distinct stages can be identified.
This paper provides further evidence for the second approach to the acquisition of phonological rules mentioned above. Based on an expansion of the corpus examined by Komatsu and Santos (2007) and Santos (2007, 2009), I investigate the acquisition of external sandhi rules in Brazilian Portuguese (henceforth BP) and its interaction with the acquisition of syllable structure and prosodic prominences. I argue that the properties of degemination, elision, and diphthongization in BP are not mastered simultaneously and that the properties related to higher prosodic domains are the first ones to be acquired. As an alternative to Newton and Wells’s (2002) proposal that children overapply elision because this rule is automatic, I show that this overapplication is related to the acquisition of syllable structure.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the application of these three rules in adult BP, in the dialect the children are exposed to. Section 3 presents previous studies on language acquisition in BP that are relevant to the present discussion. Section 4 lists the hypotheses that will be entertained here. Section 5 describes the methodology of this study. Section 6 describes the use of sandhi rules by the children under investigation. Section 7 discusses the results in face of the hypotheses raised in section 3. Finally, section 8 presents some concluding remarks.

1. EXTERNAL VOWEL SANDHI IN BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE: ADULT LANGUAGE

Before we consider the specific properties of vowel degemination, elision, and diphthongization in BP, it should be pointed out that they have two common features, besides involving two adjacent vowels from two different words. First, none of these rules is sensitive to morphological information. The last vowel of the nouns and verbs in (1) in BP, for instance, may be subject to deletion (either by degemination or elision) or diphthongization, despite corresponding to different independent morphemes:

(1) a. Degemination: i) menino horrível
    child-Masc terrible
    ‘terrible boy’
    >> menino[r]rível
    ‘terrible boy’
    ii) canta alegmente
    sing-3Sing-Pres happily
    >> canta[leg]rente
    ‘I sing happily’

   b. Elision: i) menina esperta
    child-Fem smart
    ‘smart girl’
    >> menina[sp]erta
    ‘smart girl’
    ii) canta alegmente
    sing-1Sing-Pres happily
    >> canta[leg]rente
    ‘I sing happily’

1 The letter h in the beginning of words does not have any phoneme associated with it.
c. Diphthongization:  
   i) menino alegre => menin[wa]legre  
      child-Masc happy 'happy boy'  
   ii) cantar alegremente => cant[wa]legremente  
      sing-Pres happily 'I sing happily'

Secondly, sandhi rules in BP are only obligatory inside phonological phrases; in other domains, they are optional (see Tenani 2002). This is illustrated by the contrast between (2) and (3):³

(2) a. [eu vi [o meN/ño]] ele fingiu não me ver.  
   I saw the boy and he pretended he didn't see me.'  
   b. Diphthongization: eu vi o [mi.'ni.nwi.'e.li] fingiu não me ver.  
   c. Elision: eu vi o [mi.'ni.ni.'e.li] fingiu não me ver.  
   d. No application: eu vi o [mi.'ni.nu.i.'e.li] fingiu não me ver.

(3) a. [eu Vi [o meN/ño esPERto]]  
   I saw the smart boy.'  
   b. Diphthongization: eu vi o [mi.'ni.nwis.'pɛɾ.tu]  
   c. Elision: eu vi o [mi.'ni.nis.'pɛɾ.tu]  
   d. No application: * eu vi o [mi.'ni.nu.is.'pɛɾ.tu]

The context for sandhi application in (2a) involves two intonational phrases and we may find either diphthongization (cf. (2b)) or elision (cf. (2c)). It may also be the case that no process applies, as seen in (2d). By contrast, the relevant context in (3a) is inside a phonological phrase and either diphthongization (cf. (3b)) or elision (cf. (3c)) must apply; lack of application of one of these rules is not an option (cf. (3d)).

Below the distinct segmental and prominence properties of each rule in BP are discussed separately.

1.1. VOWEL DEGEMINATION

Vowel degemination applies between two adjacent vowels of different syllables with the same segmental characteristics, resulting in a CV syllable. According to Bisol (1996), vowel degemination in BP involves fusion between the two vowels, which can be followed by a shortening of the fused segment. There is no restriction on the segmental properties of the vowels. Both full and reduced vowels can undergo degemination, as seen in (4):⁴

² On the construction of prosodic domains, see Nespor and Vogel (1986).
³ Syllables relevant for the application of sandhi rules are in italics; syllables with word stress are in capital letters; and syllables with intonational prominence are underlined. Only the relevant prosodic domains are marked in the examples.
⁴ Final post-tonic /e/ and /o/ are often reduced to [i:] and [o:] in BP.
As for the prominences of the syllables involved, the rule may apply between two weak syllables (cf. (5)), a strong and a weak syllable (cf. (6)), or a weak and strong syllable (cf. (7)), but not between two strong syllables (cf. (8)) or if one syllable carries intonational prominence (cf. (9) and (10)).

1.2. ELISION

Elision in BP deletes the first vowel, which according to Bisol (2003) must be a weak /a/ followed by a vowel other than /a/, as in (11). In fact, the rule must be less restricted, at least for the dialect we are discussing here (the paulista dialect). In this dialect, elision may also

---

5 The column on the left indicates the prosodic domain, and the one on the right shows the phonetic transcription of the example.
6 See Casali 1997 for the other possibility in different languages.
7 Bisol (1996) actually suggests that although it is possible to apply elision with other vowels, the rule is not general. However, she does not elaborate on this suggestion.
apply when the first vowel is [+high] and [+back] (/o/) - cf. (12). So, I assume here that at least for the dialect under consideration, the elision rule requires that the first vowel be a weak [+back] vowel and that the second vowel be different from the first one.8

(11) casa
eNORme
house Huge >> ['ka.zee. 'nor.mah]
(12) gaROto
deGAnTe
boy elegant >> ['ga.'ro.te.le.'gahv]

As for the prominences involved, Bisol (2003) and Abaurre, Galves, and Scarpa (1999) show that elision applies if both syllables are unstressed (cf. (11) and (12)) or if the first syllable is weak and the second vowel carries word stress – provided that it is not the main stress of its phonological phrase (cf. (13)). Thus, elision is blocked whenever the first syllable carries word stress (cf. (14) and (15)) or the second syllable carries phonological phrase stress (cf. (16) vs. (13)):

(13) [ eu [masTlgo]e
I chew-1sg-PRES herbs bitter >> [mas.'tfi. 'ger.va.za.'mar.gahs]
[ERgas aMARgas]o ]
I chew bitter herbs.

(14) [ele [compraRÁ
he buy-3sg-FUT Omelets >> * [kow.pra.'ro.me.'le.tfis]
LÁ]tes]ø ]
He will buy omelets.'

(15) [ele [compraRÁ]ø
he buy-3sg-FUT [Ovos QUENtes ]ø ] >> * [kow.pra.'ro.vus.'koi.tfis]
[Ovos QUENtes ]ø ]
He will buy hot eggs.'

(16) [eu [masTlgo
I chew-1sg-PRES [ERvas ]ø ] >> * [mas.'tfi. 'ger.vas]
ERvas ]ø ] no [arDIM]ø ]
I chew herbs in the garden.'

1.3. DIPHTHONGIZATION

Diphthongization applies in the context of two vowels, provided that one of them is [+high], and is the only sandhi rule that does not result in a CV syllable. According to Lopes (1979), Bisol (1999), and Mateus and D’Andrade (2000), in rising diphthongs (which result from a V [+high] + V sequence), the glide (G) fills the onset position in both European and Brazilian Portuguese. Their main arguments in favor of this proposal involve the interaction of diphthongization with other phonological rules. For instance, nasalization in Portuguese spreads to the segments in the rhyme; if the glide of rising diphthongs were in the rhyme, it should be nasalized, but this does not happen. As for falling diphthongs (which result from a V + V [+high] Sequence), the glide is taken to fill the nucleus position, again in both European and Brazilian Portuguese. This

8 I will put aside apparent cases of elision such as (i) – in which the first vowel is [+front] –, which Nogueira (2007) argues result from a phonetic deletion process triggered by the [coronal] feature of the preceding consonant:

(i) minha mãe fez um PEIXE oSSado >> [pe.'fis.a.dou]
my mother made a fish baked 'My mother made baked fish.'
accounts, for instance, for the fact that /x/ occurs after a CVC syllable, but not after a CVG syllable (see CÂMARA JR, 1970, and MATEUS; D'ANDRADE, 2000).

As far as the relevant prominences are concerned, Bisol (2003) shows that diphthongization in BP may apply between two weak syllables (cf. (17)), a strong and a weak syllable (cf. (18)), a weak and a strong syllable (cf. (19)), or two strong syllables (cf. (20)). However, it is blocked if the second syllable carries intonational stress, as shown in (21) (with a weak and a strong syllable) and in (22) (with two strong syllables):

(17) [eu vi] o maCAco afrICAno [o] [ma.'ka.kwa.fri.'kã.nu] o
I see-1sg-PAST the monkey African 'I saw the African monkey.'

(18) [eu comi] [caJA] umide[do]e [ka.'jow.mi.de.'si.du] e
I eat-1sg-PAST hog-plum wetted 'I ate a wetted hog-plum.'

(19) [o moLEque] Arabo [e saU][e] [o.mu.'te.'ka.ra.bi.sa.'iw][e]
the boy Arab leave-3sg-PAST 'The Arab boy left.'

(20) [eu [coMl] uvas FREScas [e] [ew.ko.'mju.vas.'fres.kas][e]
I eat-1sg-PAST grapes fresh 'I ate fresh grapes.'

(21) [eu vi] [o moLEque] Arabo [e] * [mu.'te.'ka.zã.bil]
I see-1sg-PAST the boy Arab 'I saw the Arab boy'

(22) [eu [coMl] ukas [e] *[ew.ko.'mju.vas]
gapes grapes 'I ate grapes.'

1.4. SUMMARY

Table 1 summarizes the properties of the three rules discussed above:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Segmental properties</th>
<th>Prominences 1st syllable</th>
<th>Prominences 2nd syllable</th>
<th>Prosodic Domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowel degemination</td>
<td>Fusion</td>
<td>W, W</td>
<td>S (*int)</td>
<td>optional between any prosodic domains; obligatory inside a phonological phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elision</td>
<td>deletion of the first vowel</td>
<td>V [+back] + V</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>optional between any prosodic domains; obligatory inside a phonological phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization</td>
<td>gilding of the [+high] vowel</td>
<td>V [+back] + V V [+high]</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>optional between any prosodic domains; obligatory inside a phonological phrase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of external vowel sandhi rules in Brazilian Portuguese.

9 The asterisks indicate impossibility. Therefore, 'int' indicates that the stressed syllable cannot bear intonational prominence and 'SS' indicates that the sequence of two strong syllables blocks the application of the rule.
As can be seen in Table 1, there are contexts where either diphthongization or elision can apply.\(^\text{10}\) The relevant context in (23a) below, for instance, involves two weak syllables, one of them is [+back] – fulfilling the requirement for elision, yielding (23b) – and the other one is [+high] – fulfilling the requirement for diphthongization, yielding (23c). In cases like this, adults employ either option.

\[(23)\]
\[\begin{align*}
a. & \text{eu vi o menino elegante} \\
& \text{I see-1sg-PAST the boy elegant} \quad \text{`I saw the elegant boy.'} \\
\end{align*}\]

1.5. DISTRIBUTION OF THE RULES IN ADULT LANGUAGE

As mentioned above, the three rules discussed here are optional in BP (when they are not inside phonological phrases). Based on an experiment on sandhi rules, Nogueira (2007) reports that when the relevant context is satisfied, adult speakers of the paulista dialect studied here apply diphthongization in 65%; degemination in 100%, and elision in 43% of the cases; when the context allows for either elision or diphthongization, adults prefer elision (82.6%) over diphthongization (16.6%).\(^\text{11}\)

In order to check if the production of sandhi by the children studied here was affected by the distribution of sandhi processes in adult speech, I computed the application of sandhi rules in their mothers’ utterances, in two sessions. There were 459 contexts for external vowel sandhi which were organized according to the applicable processes (elision, diphthongization, degemination, and elision and diphthongization – when both processes were possible) and the outputs (no application, diphthongization, elision, degemination). As can be seen in Table 2 below, the main differences are on the use of elision.\(^\text{12}\) When only this rule is an option, the caretakers applied it more than in the experiment. When the context allows elision or diphthongization, the caretakers showed the same rate of application for both rules, while in the Nogueira’s experiment, elision was employed much more often. It was never the case that the adult applied a different process than expected.

\(^{10}\) One could ask if vowel degemination in BP could be analyzed as a type of elision, both of them being deleting rules. However, as we can see in Table 1, these rules have different properties. While vowel degemination may apply between any two identical vowels, elision is blocked if the first vowel is [-back]. Degemination is also blocked if the second syllable carries intonational prominence, while elision is blocked if the first syllable carries any kind of stress. Finally, another difference – not relevant to the present study – is that elision may only apply between words, while degemination (and diphthongization) may also apply word internally (see Bisol 1996).

\(^{11}\) See also Bisol (2002) for an overall picture of this distribution taking into consideration more dialects.

\(^{12}\) The first column indicates the kind of rule expected, based on the segments and prominences involved. The four following columns indicate what the output was. For more details concerning the materials, see section 5 below.
2. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON PHONOLOGICAL ACQUISITION IN BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE

Given that diphthongization involves complex syllable structures and that prosodic prominences are relevant for elision and degemination, one would in principle expect the acquisition of these sandhi rules to interact with the acquisition of syllable structure and prosodic prominences. Below I present a brief review of these different acquisition processes in BP, which will be relevant for the discussion of our results in section 7.

2.1. ACQUISITION OF SANDHI RULES IN BP

Examining data from children from 2;0 to 3;0 years old, from Porto Alegre, Kickhöfel (2006) claims that children never overapply sandhi rules. According to her, children in fact resort to strategies to avoid sandhi: they either introduce pauses between words or delete the second vowel instead of the first one. The last strategy is taken to be employed to avoid diphthongization and to change the characteristics of elision. However, it is not clear from the analysis why children should avoid external sandhi rules to begin with, and more importantly, why children should change the characteristics of elision or use elision to avoid diphthongization. After all, incorrect deletion of a segment to avoid diphthongization amounts to overapplication of elision.

Most studies on the acquisition of BP in fact take the opposite stand, concurring to the idea that children overapply sandhi rules at some point of the phonological development. Scarpa (1997), for instance, proposes that the initial instability amounts to both over- and underapplication of sandhi rules. Crucially, she assumes that sandhi rules are used by adults to rhythmically optimize their utterances and proposes that children’s cases of over- and underapplication are a by-product of their attempts to conform to such optimization. Following up on this study, Abaurre, Galves, and Scarpa (1999) point out that when the first two-word utterances appear (around 2;0), the application of degemination and elision is unstable. Interestingly, however, children never incorrectly apply these rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Mothers’ production</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No application</td>
<td>Diphthongization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization</td>
<td>47 (24.7%)</td>
<td>141 (74.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elision</td>
<td>12 (30%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel degemination</td>
<td>5 (4.9%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization or Elision</td>
<td>9 (7%)</td>
<td>60 (46.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Application of sandhi rules in mothers’ utterances
if one of the syllables in the context carries intonational prominence. The authors interpret this sensitivity to intonational prominences as evidence that children at this age already master higher prosodic domains, but are still acquiring a lower level of the prosodic hierarchy (the foot).

This initial instability receives a different analysis in Komatsu and Santos (2007). Although agreeing with Scarpa (1997) about the importance of intonational prominences in children's early outputs, they argue that the instability results not from under- or overapplication of the rules, but rather from the choice of the rules themselves. Examining data from one child from 1;6 to 3;6 years old, they identify three stages in the acquisition of external vowel sandhi. The first stage (from 1;8 to 2;6) starts when the child puts two words together and has the following characteristics: (a) the application of sandhi is unstable; (b) the sandhi rules applied are different from the ones used by adults (children usually use elision instead of diphthongization); (c) the rules are not used to optimize the rhythm of the utterances; and (d) phrasal stress blocks sandhi rules. In the second stage (around 3;0) we find the following: (a) sandhi rules are still unstable, sometimes use in a way different from adults'; and (b) the rules are used for rhythm optimization, unlike what happened in the previous stage. Finally, in the third stage (from 3;6 on) the application of the rules is adult-like: (a) the rules are stable; (b) there is no deletion of wrong segments anymore; and (c) the rules do not necessarily turn the outputs into optimal rhythmic sequences.

One problem common to Scarpa (1997), Abaurre, Galves, and Scarpa (1999), and Komatsu and Santos (2007) is the assumption that children are dealing with rhythmic optimization when they apply sandhi rules. In fact, it is not even clear that adults use the rules discussed here to attain more eurhythmic outputs. Adults may employ sandhi processes even when they produce stress clashes or lapses, and the same happens with children. Take, for instance, Scarpa’s (1997) analysis of the utterance in (24), which is to be associated with the structure in (25). She proposes that the child overapplies elision in (24) (ignoring the stress on the second syllable, which should prevent the application of the rule) in order to optimize the rhythm of the utterance. This seems to tacitly assume that no sandhi rule is available for the structure in (25) in adult language. However, diphthongization is a possibility, as shown in (26) below. In other words, children’s and adults’ outputs differ not in terms of eurhythm – the alternations in both the child’s and adults’ utterances are basically the same –, but in terms of the rule employed – elision instead of diphthongization.

(24) [vo.pu.'la.ta'vejs]
(25) [[vo uLARo OUtra VEZo].
go-3sg-PRES jump other time ‘I’m going to jump again.’
(26) [vo.pu.'law.tra.'vejs]
Discussing the acquisition of the segmental and prosodic aspects of elision in BP, Santos (2009) analyzed V#V sequences, both in contexts where elision could be applied in adult language (either for being the only possible rule or for being a context where elision or diphthongization could apply) and contexts where it couldn’t. She found that children applied elision differently from adults, in a less restricted way. Specifically, Santos showed that children apply elision since the beginning of the acquisition process and that the contexts always satisfy the requirements for elision in adult language: the presence of one [+back] vowel and at most one strong syllable. However, children apply elision disregarding the position of the [+back] vowel, as shown in (27) and (28), or the position of the strong syllable, as shown in (29) and (30).

(27) [Olha iMÃO] [aJ mâw] [look-3sg-PRES brother ‘look the brother.’]

(28) [Esse aQUI] [meño] [dezi.‘ki.mi.’ni.nu] [this here boy ‘This here is a boy.’]

(29) [seGUra Essa] aQUI [si.’gu.’le.sa.’ki] [hold-IMP6 this here ‘Hold this (one) here.’]

(30) [caDÈ] aQUEla PON(te) [ka.’de.’kè.la.’pòw.tj] [where that bridge ‘Where is that bridge?’]

These patterns led Santos to propose that the acquisition of the terms of the rule and the acquisition of their positional properties are independent and are not acquired simultaneously. That is, children may have already learned that the vowel should be [+back], but not that the [+back] vowel should be in first position. The same holds with respect to the strong syllable. A strong syllable is allowed in adult language, but it must be in the second position of the context. Children apply the rule with strong syllables, but do not restrict them to the second position.

Furthermore, since elision was never applied in a context without a [+back] vowel or between two strong syllables, Santos argues that this provides strong evidence against Newton and Wells’s (2002) proposal. Under their proposal, children should apply elision in contexts involving vowels other than [+back], and with the following combination of prominences: weak-weak, weak-strong, strong-weak and strong-strong (which do not occur in adult language). Once children never overapply elision in these contexts, Santos points out, it cannot be the case that they are learning when not to apply it.

To sum up, the results discussed in this section reveal that in BP, sandhi rules are not acquired at once. The acquisition of their properties is spread throughout the course of language development, with prosodic properties being acquired before segmental ones. Given the appropriate contexts, sandhi rules apply as early as the first two-word
combinations. The initial application of the rules is not adult-like, but overapplication is arguably not the result of rhythmic optimization. It should be pointed out that except for Santos (2009), none of the studies reviewed above discussed the acquisition of the properties of the rules themselves. Additionally, Komatsu and Santos (2007) and Kickhöfel (2006) showed a preference for elision instead of diphthongization, but they do not explain why this should be so. Taking Santos’s (2009) results on the acquisition of elision into account and extending her approach to other contexts and rules, in section 7, I will propose a unified analysis to account for the observed over- and underapplications of sandhi rules in BP, as well as the fact that children sometimes apply a rule different from adults’.

2.2. ACQUISITION OF SYLLABLE STRUCTURE IN BP

According to Collischonn (1997), in BP, syllables allow branching onsets (2 elements) and branching rimes (with at most 3 elements under the rhyme and glides filling the coda). Bisol (2013) argues that BP only has falling diphthongs, and that rising diphthongs are the result of a post-lexical diphthongization process. In GV sequences, G fills the onset. Many studies point to the variable pronunciation of rising diphthongs in these contexts: diphthongs, hiatus and monophthongs (cf. CÂMARA JR. 1970; GONÇALVES and RODRIGUES 2012; HORA 2013, among others). As far as we know, there is no study on the distribution of patterns of rising diphthongs in the paulista dialect. As for the carioca dialect, Gonçalves and Rodrigues (2012) show that GV sequences are produced as rising diphthongs most of the times (the production of /ia and /oa/ as diphthongs reaches 100%), followed by monophthongs (usually word-finally), and hiatus are very uncommon (/ea/ and /io/ appear in 1.3% and 2.3% of the times, respectively).13

Studies on the acquisition of syllable structure in BP show that the structures with complex onsets are the last ones to be acquired (see SANTOS, 1998 and Mezzomo; Menezes 2001, among others),14 which is in consonance with what was found in other languages (e.g. Freitas, 1997 for European Portuguese; and Fikkert, 1994; and Levelt; Schiller; Levelt, 2001 for Dutch). According to Santos (1998) and Mezzomo and Menezes (2001), the general sequence of syllabic development in BP is as represented in (31) and the specific development revealed by the children analyzed here is presented in Table 3:

(31) V, CV >> CVC, CVG >> CGV, CCV
branching rhyme (nucleus & coda) branching onset

13 Cristófaro-Silva and Faria (2014), studying the mineiro dialect, observe that word-final syllables with sequences for rising diphthongs may also be produced with the complete deletion of the vowels, which leads to a resyllabification of the consonant of the onset to the previous syllable (10% with a back vowel – as in drálu/‘arduous’ and 38% with a front vowel – as in série/‘series’). The mineiro dialect is known for presenting much more deletion than the other dialects in Brazil. As far as we know, no study showed this deletion in the paulista dialect.

14 In both studies, the structure is considered to be acquired when children reach 80% of correct production and do not go below this mark in the following sections.
As can be seen in Table 3, onsetless syllables in word initial position appear at the same time as CV syllables. CVV syllables appear in two different moments: falling diphthongs (VG) appear around 1;6 – at the same time as CVC syllables –, while rising diphthongs (GV) appear later – at the same time as CCV. It is worth observing that the fact that CGV patterns with CCV and not with CVG provides further indication for the analysis of rising diphthongs in BP in terms of complex onsets (see section 2). If CGV filled a branching rhyme, it should appear at the same time as CVG, contrary to fact.

I will return to this development in section 7.

2.3. ACQUISITION OF PROSODIC PROMINENCES IN BP

In BP the default prominence of the intonational phrase falls on the rightmost phonological phrase and word stress can fall on one of the three final syllables (the stress on the third syllable from the end is due to extrametricality). There are not many acquisition studies dealing with prosodic domains in BP, except for the acquisition of intonational prominence (SCARPA, 1997, 1999 and SANTOS, 1995, 2001) and word stress (SANTOS, 2001 and BONILHA, 2005).

Scarpa (1999) shows that most of children’s first utterances – around 1;4 years old – involve a template of four syllables with stress on the penultimate syllable: (a) σ ’σ (a). It is worth mentioning that the position of the prominence remains the same regardless of whether or not the first and the last syllables are realized. According to her, children use filler-sounds in order to fill this template. Santos (1995) further shows that when children truncate their first words, they also comply with the template observed by Scarpa. Investigating the acquisition of the word stress algorithm by children from 1;2 to 3;6 years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>CVC</th>
<th>CVV</th>
<th>CCV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initial</td>
<td>medial</td>
<td>final and medial</td>
<td>falling diphthong^{15}</td>
<td>rising diphthong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Acquisition of syllable structure by R. and L.

15 The distinction between heavy and light diphthongs follows Bisol (1989), according to whom light diphthongs can be reduced, while heavy ones cannot. For example, [‘pej.ʃi] ’fish’ can alternate with [‘pe.ʃi], but [‘pej.ʃu] ’breast’ cannot be produced as [‘pe.ʃu].


17 Although this reveals the dominance of the intonational domain in this period, Santos (1995) points out that the choice of the syllables to be deleted in the truncation process also takes into account syllable structure (onsetless syllables are more likely to undergo deletion). See Gerken (1994) and Wijnen, Krikhaar and Den Os (1994) for relevant discussion.
old, Santos (2001, 2003) also argues that before children acquire word stress, they use intonational prominence as the prominence of their words.\(^{18}\)

As for the acquisition of word stress proper, Santos (2001, 2003) shows that children first start manipulating many different intonational contours (from 1;3 to 2;0) and later choose one of these contours as a template to be matched (from 1;5 to 2;3). In these two stages, the prominence is always to the right, as is the prominence of the intonational domain. In a third stage (from 1;10 to 2;5), children assume that words are disyllabic and have the prominence either on the final or the penultimate syllable. Finally, in the last stage (from 2;3 on), children acquire extrametricality and also produce words with stress on the third syllable from the end.

3. HYPOTHESES AND PREDICTIONS

As seen in section 2, syllable structure and prosodic prominences are relevant for sandhi rules in BP. This then raises the question of whether the acquisition of sandhi rules interacts with the acquisition of syllable structure and prosodic prominences depicted in section 3. For example, in order to master the adult format of diphthongization, children should first learn that complex syllable structures are allowed in the language and that no syllable involved in a diphthongization can carry intonational prominence. In this paper I will explore the general conjecture that acquisition of sandhi rules interacts with acquisition of other phonological domains (specifically, syllable structure and prosodic hierarchy), examining the following specific hypotheses:

a) Given that children must learn that branching nucleus and branching onsets are necessary to produce diphthongs in BP, the acquisition of diphthongization should be contingent on the acquisition of syllable structure;

b) Given that prominences from lower prosodic levels are acquired later than prominences from higher levels, children should initially disregard lower prominences, overapplying sandhi rules.

\(^{18}\) Scarpa’s (1995) and Santos’s (1995, 2001, 2003) results are in consonance with crosslinguistic studies that show that early language is stable as far as sentence stress is concerned (see, among others, CRYSTAL, 1979; DORE, 1975; LOCKE, 1983; MENN, 1976; PETERS, 1977; SCHERER, 1981; VIGÁRIO; FROTA, 1992). This picture also accords well with Dore et al. (1976) and Vigário and Frota’s (1992) proposals, according to which children initially use an inventory of intonational contours to interact with adults in different ways, despite their lack of developed segmental and lexical structures.
4. METHODOLOGY

The corpus examined here is part of the ‘Projeto de Aquisição da Linguagem’ of the Universidade Estadual de Campinas (LEMOS, 1995) and the ‘Projeto de Aquisição do Ritmo’ of the Universidade de São Paulo (SANTOS, 2005). It consists of production data from two Brazilian children from the state of São Paulo – R. (from 1;3 to 3;6 years of age), and L. (from 1;4 to 3;6 years of age). Spontaneous production by the children was audio-recorded on a monthly basis, in half-hour sessions, in a naturalistic way. The data were phonetically transcribed on a perceptual basis and latter double-checked by researchers of one of the projects. Only the data whose transcriptions were agreed upon were taken into consideration here.

The children’s utterances collected for this analysis were those containing more than one word, with the relevant context for the sandhi rules: the first word ending in an open syllable and the second word beginning with an onsetless syllable. The utterances were either in the same intonational phrase or in two intonational phrases produced sequentially by the children without interruption by the interviewer.

In the 55 sessions analyzed, children produced 11,333 utterances. There were 3,020 V#V sequences and 1,931 contexts for external vowel sandhi. In order to analyze how children apply the sandhi rules discussed here, all the contexts were first classified according to the process that could occur in adult language: (i) diphthongization, (ii) elision, (iii) degemination, (iv) diphthongization or elision (when either rule could apply), and (v) no application (when no rule could apply). The contexts were then computed according to what the child produced.

---

19 This corpus does not require the approval from the Research Ethics Committee by complying with Resolution 510, of April 7, 2016, article 1, sole paragraph, V. According to this Resolution, data banks for research in Humanities do not need approval by an Ethics Committee if the identity of the participants in the records is kept confidential (http://www.conselho.saude.gov.br/resolucoes/2016/Reso510.pdf).

20 Given that in the age span analyzed, children are still in the process of acquiring determiners, I disregarded ambiguous data that could be analyzed as lacking the relevant determiner. For example, it is not possible to determine whether the form in (ia) results from applying elision to the underlying form in (ib) or whether the child is not using the determiner, as in (ic). Accordingly, unambiguous data such as (iia) were computed in the analysis of diphthongization, as their overt determiner (cf. (iib)) surfaces as a glide.

(i) a. [ɛˈar.vo.ɾi]  
(‘it) is the tree.’

b. /ɛˈarvɔɾe/  
is the tree

c. /ɛˈarvɔɾe/  
is tree

(ii) a. [ɛw.vi.ˈɔw]  
(‘it) is the airplane.’

b. /ɛ u əvɨˈɔw/  
is the airplane

c. /ɛˈarvɔɾe/  
is tree
5. RESULTS

Below I present the results on misapplication of sandhi rules found in the corpus and describe the stages that children seem to go through in the acquisition of these rules in BP.

5.1. MISAPPLICATION OF SANDHI RULES

In the corpus we find three different kinds of misapplication of sandhi rules: a) application of rules in wrong contexts (that is, contexts that would not allow any rule to apply); b) application of a wrong rule (that is, the context is for one rule in adult language, but children apply another rule in their utterances); c) and wrong application of the rules (that is, the context and the rule chosen are correct, but children apply the rule in a way different from adults').

5.1.1. APPLICATION OF SANDHI RULES IN WRONG CONTEXTS

Let’s first see the cases where children applied a given rule in contexts where no rule should apply. We find examples of this type of overapplication with the three rules examined in this paper, as shown below.

a) Elision

Incorrect applications of elision in contexts where no rule should apply involved violations of segmental and prosodic requirements. The application with wrong segments is exemplified in (32), where the first vowel is [-back], which should prevent elision. As for violations of prosodic requirements, there were cases of incorrect application of elision between strong-weak syllables as shown in (33). It is worth mentioning that there was no case of incorrect application of elision involving a syllable carrying intonational prominence.

(31) \[\{e \, a\text{ni}v\text{e}rs\text{á}ri}o\} \, \{d\, o\, PA\text{to} \, D\text{O\text{ñ}ald}\} \, \{\, \} \\
and birthday of the duck Donald

(32) \{o\text{ut\text{o} poP}Ô\} \, \{\, \} \\
other pacifier here

21 In her review of the present paper, Marina Vigário raises the question of whether words such as aniversário ‘birthday’ involve deletion of the onsetless first syllable. A preliminary examination of the data shows that for words with an onsetless syllable, R produced the onsetless syllable in 91.45% of the cases, deleted it in 7.6% of the cases, and inserted a consonant in 0.85% of the cases; and L produced the onsetless syllable 77.47% of the cases, deleted it in 16.21%, and inserted a consonant in 6.3% of the cases. This indicates that children do not have problems in producing onsetless syllables. In Santos (in preparation) I will address Vigário’s question taking into account the adjacent segments and prosodic boundaries of the target syllable.
b) Degemination

The only restrictions on degemination are prosodic: it cannot apply between two stressed syllables or if the only stressed syllable carries the intonational prominence. Children applied degemination in both of these contexts, as shown in (33), with two strong syllables, and (34), with an intonational prominence:

(33) [neNÊ[Esse aQUI]ø] [ne.'ne.se.'ki] R.2;1
    baby this here This baby here.
(34) [quem que [ÊEssa]ø] [kēi.'kē.sā] R.3;0
    who that is this-fem 'who is this?'

c) Diphthongization

The only cases of misapplication of diphthongization involved contexts with an intonational prominence and all of them involved wh-questions, as seen in (35).

(35) [que ÊEsse] [nē.ki.'kē.sā] L.2;4
    what is this 'what is this?'

5.1.2. APPLICATION OF ONE SANDHI RULE FOR ANOTHER

In the second type of misapplication, the context allows for the application of one rule but children apply another one. In the corpus, this case was restricted to instances where only diphthongization was allowed and children applied elision instead, as illustrated in (36), whose first vowel is [+back][+high], and (37), where the first vowel is strong:

(36) [aquele que foi [pra uniCAMp]ø] [fo.pa.ni.'kā.pu] R.2;6
    that one that went-3sg to Unicamp 'The one who went to Unicamp'
(37) [NÃO TOU enxuGANdoo] [nāw.'to.'gā.du] L.2;10
    not am drying you 'I am not drying you.'

5.1.3. APPLICATION DIFFERENT FROM ADULTS'

Finally, children sometimes deleted the second vowel instead of the first one, when applying elision, as illustrated in (38). Importantly, one of the vowels was always [+back] and was the one that was maintained.

(38) [eu [QUEro]ø [andAR]ø de BARco tamBÉM] [e’ke.u.’da.‘ba.ku.tā.’mēj] L.2;11
    I want-1sg-PRES walk of boat too 'I want to go on a boat ride, too'
5.2. STAGES IN THE ACQUISITION OF SANDHI RULES IN BP

Based on misapplications of sandhi rules in BP, we can identify four stages in the acquisition process:

**a) Stage I**
At this point, children were not applying any rules. Tables 4 and 5 depict R’s and L’s first stage. In R’s data, there was only one context with two adjacent vowels in different words, but it was not an appropriate context for sandhi and R. correctly did not apply any rule. In L’s data, there were only V#V contexts. Although four of them allowed diphthongization, L did not apply any rule.

![Table 4](image)

![Table 5](image)

The utterances below exemplify what happens at this stage. The context in (39), for instance, allows diphthongization in adult language, whereas the context in (40) blocks the application of sandhi rules, due to the intonational prominence on the second vowel. In neither case did L apply a sandhi rule.

(39) [ɛ.u.ka.’ka]  
*is the cacá (dog)*  
L1:4

(40) [a.’u.fi]  
*the bear*  
L1:5

Since there were no instances of sandhi at this stage, it is not possible to determine if any properties of sandhi rules had been acquired.
### b) Stage II

At this stage sandhi rules start being applied. We can see in Tables 6 and 7 that both children applied degemination, elision, and diphthongization. As can be seen in Table 6, out of the 82 contexts of no application, R applied a sandhi rule in 12 contexts (14.6%) - 11 instances of elision and one instance of degemination. Table 6 also shows that in the contexts where only diphthongization was allowed, R applied elision in 22% of the time. Finally, when the context allowed diphthongization or elision, R preferred elision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>No application</th>
<th>Diphthongization</th>
<th>Elision</th>
<th>Degemination</th>
<th>V#V contexts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization</td>
<td>32 (45.7%)</td>
<td>23 (32.4%)</td>
<td>16 (22.5%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elision</td>
<td>8 (13.5%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33 (80.5%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degemination</td>
<td>8 (8.6%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85 (91.5%)</td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipht/Elision</td>
<td>14 (15.6%)</td>
<td>11 (12.2%)</td>
<td>65 (72.2%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>70 (85.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11 (13.4%)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.** R's distribution of sandhi rules in the second stage.

Although starting a bit earlier, L shows the same pattern, as can be seen in Table 7. 19 of the V#V sequences involved contexts of no application and L incorrectly applied elision or degemination in 47% of the cases. She never applied a different rule when elision or degemination was expected, but when the context was for diphthongization, she applied elision in 24% of the cases. When either diphthongization or elision could apply, L preferred elision. It is worth observing that R and L never applied diphthongization incorrectly at this stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>No application</th>
<th>Diphthongization</th>
<th>Elision</th>
<th>Degemination</th>
<th>V#V contexts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization</td>
<td>14 (31.1%)</td>
<td>20 (44.4%)</td>
<td>11 (24.4%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elision</td>
<td>4 (40%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degemination</td>
<td>7 (21.8%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25 (78.1%)</td>
<td>32 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipht/Elision</td>
<td>4 (20%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>15 (75%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>10 (62.6%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (31.5%)</td>
<td>3 (16.8%)</td>
<td>19 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.** L's distribution of sandhi rules in the second stage.

The pairs in (41)-(43) illustrate lack of application and application of diphthongization, elision, and degemination, respectively. The *α*-cases involve an intonational prominence, which blocks sandhi, and children correctly complied with this restriction. In turn, the *b*-cases involve contexts with no intonational prominence – and children applied the relevant rule.
One could think that the application of the rules in the α-cases in (41)-(43) is prevented by prominences from lower levels and not by the intonational prominence. However, this is not the case. (41b) and (42b) illustrate the correct application of the rules in contexts that involve word prominences. Furthermore, (44) below presents a case where R applied degemination in a context with two strong syllables (none of them carrying intonational prominence) and this is not possible in adult language. This indicates that it is indeed the intonational prominence that is blocking the rules at this stage.

As for other prosodic restrictions on sandhi rules, children correctly applied the three sandhi rules in weak-weak contexts (cf. (46)-(47) below for diphthongization, degemination, and elision, respectively), degemination in a weak-strong context (cf. (42b)), and diphthongization in strong-weak contexts (cf. (48)). However, they incorrectly applied elision when the first syllable was stressed (cf. (49)): 

(41) Diphthongization
   a. [Acho que É]i, [ˈa.su.ˈki.ˈe] R.2;5
      think-1sg-PRES that is ‘(I) think that (it) is.’
   b. [que que É]i, [ki.ˈkɨ.ˈi.su] R.2;5
      what that is this ‘What is this?’

   (42) Elision
   a. [não QUe ro É]i, [nɔ.ˈw.ˈkɛ.ˈru.ˈeSi] R.1;9
      not want-1sg-PRES this ‘I don’t want this.’
   b. [COMo Be CAma]i, [ko.ˈme.ˈli.ˈʃa.ma] R.1;9
      how he name-3sg-PRES ‘What’s his name?’

   (43) Degemination
   a. [Tinha água]i, [ˈti.ˈi.ˈa.ˈga] R.1;11
      had-3sg water ‘There was water.’
   b. [[Tira aQUI o]i, [ˈti.ˈi.ˈr ki] R.1;8
      take-IMP here ‘Take this here.’

(44) [[neNÊ]o [Esse aQUI o] ]i, [ne.ˈne.ˈse.ˈki] R.2;1
      baby this here ‘This baby here.’
As far as segmental properties are concerned, children never presented any problems with degemination. With respect to diphthongization, children behaved differently, depending on the position of the [+high] vowel. Cases where the [+high] vowel filled the second position, which would result in a falling diphthong (VG), always underwent diphthongization (cf. (50)); on the other hand, cases where the [+high] vowel was in first position, which would result in a rising diphthong (GV), usually underwent elision even if it was a [-back] vowel (cf. (51)). Crucially, falling diphthongs never underwent elision. Finally, children applied elision more regularly, but there were mistakes with respect to the segmental properties. Specifically, they also applied it when the second (and not the first) vowel was [+back] and this vowel was always the one that was deleted (cf. (52)):}

(50) [[caDE o biCHInho[ø] [daI] [ø]],
where the puppy of-there
[ka.'dew.bi.'tʃi.da.'i] R:2:0
‘Where is the puppy there?’
(51) [[Abre oQU[ø]]
open here
[ʼa.ba.'ki] R:1:9
‘Open (it) here.’
(52) [[POde tirar ]ø [Esse oQU][ø],
can take-out this here
[ʼpɔ.dʒi.tʃi.'la.se.'ki] R:1:11
‘(You) can take out this here.’

Table 8 summarizes the properties of sandhi rules in BP at this stage:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Segmental properties</th>
<th>Prominences</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowel degemination</td>
<td>not clear(^{22})</td>
<td>W W S (*int) S W S (*int) W</td>
<td>45, 42a, no evidence 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elision</td>
<td>deletion of the [+back] vowel</td>
<td>W W S S</td>
<td>46, 50, 51 41b, 48 4b no evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization</td>
<td>gliding of the second vowel</td>
<td>W W S S</td>
<td>44 40a 47, 49 no evidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Summary of children’s sandhi rules in the second stage.

c) Stage III
The third stage differs from the second one in that the application of elision decreases, making room for diphthongization to apply to cases where no rule was allowed. In this stage, R applied some rule in 7.8% in contexts of no application (cf. Table 9). The child also continued applying elision in contexts that only allowed diphthongization. In the cases where either diphthongization or elision could apply, R preferred elision.

Table 9. R’s distribution of sandhi rules in the third stage.

Table 10 presents the distribution of L’s utterances in this period. In the 366 contexts of no application, she applied some rule in 11.3% the time. She continued applying elision in contexts where only diphthongization was allowed and preferred elision in contexts where there was a choice between diphthongization and elision.

---

\(^{22}\) Since there is no distinction between long and short vowels in BP, it is not possible to determine if children are applying deletion or fusion in this case.
At this stage, children correctly applied diphthongization between two strong syllables without intonational prominence (cf. (53)). Interestingly, they also began to incorrectly apply the rule when there was an intonational prominence involved – but only in *wh*-questions (cf. (54)). We may find correct applications of diphthongization in weak-weak (cf. (55)), weak-strong (cf. (56)), and strong-weak (cf. (57)) contexts. In the contexts of weak-strong or strong-weak syllables, diphthongization never took place in contexts with an intonational prominence.

(53) [E] una RO[pa], [ew.ma.'ho.pa] L2,9
is a cloth ‘That’s a cloth.’

(54) que [E] esse, [ki.'e.si] L2,4
what is this ‘What is this?’

(55) [E o buRaco aSSIM] olha, [ew.bu.'ra.kwa.'si] L2,3
is the hole like that look ‘It is the hole like that, look.’

(56) [qual que E] essa, [kaw.kje.'de.sa] R2,6
what that is of-this ‘What is from this?’

(57) [o que TA esCRito aQUI], [u.ki'taj'.ki.ta.'ki] L2,3
the what is written here ‘What is written here?’

The same happens with degemination. The rule was applied correctly in contexts without an intonational prominence (cf. (58) for weak-weak contexts, (59) for strong-weak contexts, and (60) for weak-strong contexts), and incorrectly in contexts with an intonational prominence involving a *wh*-question (cf. (34), repeated here in (61)). Differently from the previous stage, two strong prominences together now block the rule (cf. (62)).
As for elision, children correctly applied it in contexts of weak-weak (cf. (63) below), or weak-strong (cf. (64)) syllables and still incorrectly applied it in contexts with a primary stress in the first vowel (cf. (65)). However, contrary to the case of degemination and diphthongization, they never applied elision if there was an intonational prominence in the context.

(63) [não QUE ro a BRIR] [não] [kẽ.ra.’brĩ.nãw] L.2;5
not want open not ‘(I) don’t want to open, not.’

(64) [Essa É mais GRANdo] [sa.’majs.’gã.dʒi] R.2;8
this is more big ‘This one is bigger.’

(65) [a GENte É ir MÃ] [a. ‘zẽ.’ʧi:x.’mã] R.3;0
the people is sister ‘We are sisters.’

As for the segmental properties of the rules, although there were still cases of application of elision instead of diphthongization, children produced diphthongs in contexts of GV more frequently (cf. (66)-(67)). Cases where no rule was allowed underwent diphthongization (cf. (53)) or elision (cf. (68)).

(66) [qual que É DEessa] [kaw.’kĩ.e.’dɛ.sa] R.2;6
what that is of-this ‘What is from this one?’

(67) [É o buRAco aSIM] [Olha] [’ɛw.bru.’kwa.’sĩ] L.2;7
is the hole like that look ‘It is the hole like that, look.’

(68) [caDE aQUEle PONte] [ka.’de.’kẽ.la.’pɔw.tʃi] R.2;10
where that bridge ‘Where(s) that bridge?’

In summary, at this stage the properties of the rules are as follows:
d) Stage IV:
The fourth stage is when children stopped overapplying the rules – cf. Tables 12 and 13. Table 12 shows R’s distribution of the data. She correctly observed contexts for no application in 96.5% of the time. There was only one case of misapplication of elision instead of diphthongization. Finally, she continued preferring elision over diphthongization where both rules were allowed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>No application</th>
<th>Diphthongization</th>
<th>Elision</th>
<th>Degemination</th>
<th>V#V contexts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization</td>
<td>16 (43.2%)</td>
<td>20 (54%)</td>
<td>1 (2.7%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elision</td>
<td>3 (33%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (66%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degemination</td>
<td>2 (16.6%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10 (83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diph/Elision</td>
<td>1 (6.2%)</td>
<td>2 (12.5%)</td>
<td>13 (81.2%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>56 (86.6%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (3.4%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. R’s distribution of sandhi rules in the fourth stage.

Table 13 presents L’s data. There were 74 contexts of no application, which she observed in 97.3% of the cases. She overapplied elision instead of diphthongization just once. In cases where both rules were allowed, she preferred elision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>No application</th>
<th>Diphthongization</th>
<th>Elision</th>
<th>Degemination</th>
<th>V#V contexts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization</td>
<td>4 (21%)</td>
<td>14 (66.6%)</td>
<td>1 (5.2%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elision</td>
<td>4 (80%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (20%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degemination</td>
<td>2 (16.7%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21 (91.3%)</td>
<td>23 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diph/Elision</td>
<td>8 (11.7%)</td>
<td>2 (11.7%)</td>
<td>13 (76.4%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>72 (97.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (1.3%)</td>
<td>1 (1.3%)</td>
<td>74 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13. L’s distribution of sandhi rules in the fourth stage.
The main differences between adults’ and children’s rules regarding prominences at stage IV have to do with children’s applying elision in strong-weak contexts, and diphthongization and degemination in contexts involving an intonational prominence. (69) illustrates a case that fulfills the segmental requirements for elision, but not the prosodic ones (the first vowel carries primary stress). Correctly, children did not apply the rule. (70) and (71) show that why-questions with an intonational prominence in the context stopped undergoing diphthongization and degemination. Finally, (72) and (73) below form a minimal pair, showing that diphthongization only applies when there is no intonational prominence involved. In (72) and (73) there is a context with two strong syllables, one of them with a [+high] vowel; however, in (72) the second syllable also carries intonational prominence, which prevents the application of the rule. Children correctly applied diphthongization in (73), but not in (72):23

(69) [que TÀ espCrito aQU]i
what is written here [ki.ˈta.is.ˈki.twɔ.ˈki] L.3;6
‘What’s written here?’

(70) [quem é Essee]i
who is this [kɛj.ˈɛ.si] L. 3;5
‘Who is this?’

(71) [quem é Essa]i
who is this [kɛj.ˈɛ.ssa] L. 3;6
‘Who is this?’

(72) [não POde la VAR Essee],
not can wash this
‘(You) cannot wash this (foot).’

23 The context in (71) and (72) involves an infinitival verb and a determiner. In BP, infinitivals have an {-r} morpheme, which is usually deleted in colloquial speech (for a quantitative analysis of this process, see Callou, Moraes and Leite (2002) and Cardoso (1999), among others). In case it is deleted, sandhi rules apply as described in section 2 (cf. (i)-(iii)), which suggests that the underlying (deleted) morpheme does not block these rules.

(i) Degemination:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>eu VOU la I(A/R) aQUEla ROUpa</td>
<td>I go-fut wash that cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>eu VOU la I(A/R) Álgas pra coMER</td>
<td>I go-fut wash algae to eat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Elision:</td>
<td>a. eu VOU la I(A/R) asCAdas pra voCÉ</td>
<td>I go-fut wash stairs to you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. eu VOU la I(A/R) Essee ÇArro</td>
<td>I go-fut wash this car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. eu VOU la I(A/R) Essee</td>
<td>I go-fut wash this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Diphthongization</td>
<td>a. eu VOU la I(A/R) asCAdas pra voCÉ</td>
<td>I go-fut wash stairs to you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. eu VOU la I(A/R) Essee ÇArro</td>
<td>I go-fut wash this car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. eu VOU la I(A/R) Essee</td>
<td>I go-fut wash this</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(73) [não POde la VAR Ese PÊ]  

not can wash this foot  

‘(You) cannot wash this foot.’

To summarize, in this stage children reach the adult pattern described in Table 1.

5.3. SUMMARY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE THREE RULES

Table 14 summarizes the properties of the three sandhi rules in the four stages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elision</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>W W</td>
<td>W W</td>
<td>W W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W S (only word stress)</td>
<td>W W (only word stress)</td>
<td>W W (only word stress)</td>
<td>W W (only word stress)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S (only word stress)</td>
<td>W S (only word stress)</td>
<td>S (only word stress)</td>
<td>W S (only word stress)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prominences</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>V V</td>
<td>V V</td>
<td>V V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segments</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V_{basic}</td>
<td>V_{basic}</td>
<td>V_{basic}</td>
<td>V_{basic}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>deletion of the V_{basic}</td>
<td>deletion of the V_{basic}</td>
<td>deletion of the first V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Degemination**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>W W</td>
<td>W W</td>
<td>W W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
<td>W S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
<td>W S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
<td>W S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prominences</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S S</td>
<td>S S</td>
<td>S S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segments</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>two identical vowels</td>
<td>two identical vowels</td>
<td>two identical vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>not clear</td>
<td>not clear</td>
<td>not clear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diphthongization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>properties</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>W W</td>
<td>W W</td>
<td>W W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prominences</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>W S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
<td>W S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
<td>W S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segments</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
<td>S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
<td>S (&quot;int&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V gl</td>
<td>V gl</td>
<td>V gl</td>
<td>V gl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V gl</td>
<td>gl V</td>
<td>gl V</td>
<td>gl V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>gliding</td>
<td>gliding</td>
<td>gliding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14. Stages of acquisition of sandhi rules in BP.

6. DISCUSSION

As seen in section 6, there is a pattern of development in the acquisition of sandhi rules in BP. In the early stages children’s production generally shows fewer prosodic and segmental restrictions than what is found in adult grammar. For instance, they incorrectly apply elision regardless of the position of the stressed syllable and they may do so even between two strong syllables. In addition, a [+ back] vowel suffices for elision to apply, regardless of its
position in the context. This already shows that Bernhardt and Stemberger’s (1998) speculation mentioned in section 1 that elision processes occur without errors in child language is not supported by the facts regarding BP.

Below I discuss whether the hypotheses raised in section 4 account for the results reported in section 6.

6.1. THE RELATION BETWEEN SANDHI RULES AND SYLLABLE STRUCTURE

At first sight, the picture outlined in section 6 shows that diphthongization is at odds with the general pattern of elision and degemination in that it applies in fewer contexts than in adult grammar. In the second stage, diphthongization occurs when the [+high] vowel is in the second position, but not when the [+high] vowel fills the first position, in which case elision applies. This unexpected pattern can however find an explanation if my hypothesis that the acquisition of diphthongization is related to the acquisition of syllable structure (see section 4) is on the right track.

As shown in section 3, the syllable structures with complex onsets are the last ones to be acquired in BP (cf. Table 3). The pattern found by Santos (1998) and Mezzomo and Menezes (2001) is: V, CV >> CVC, CVG >> CGV, CCV. If there is a relation between the acquisition of diphthongization and the acquisition of syllable structure, then we should expect that falling diphthongs (which result from VVV sequences) should appear before rising ones (which result from VVV sequences). More specifically, given that the branching rhyme parameter is set before the branching onset parameter (see FIKKERT, 1994; and FREITAS, 1997; among others), we should find a stage when falling diphthongs should be produced correctly, while contexts that would result in rising diphthongs should not trigger diphthongization.

This is exactly what was found in the data. In the case of rising diphthongs, children applied elision (which requires a CV structure) over diphthongization (which requires a branching onset) at 1;11, but very infrequently after 2;0. Therefore, it is arguably the case that children chose one rule over another not because of the rules themselves, or because they are using it as a strategy to avoid diphthongization (as claimed by Kickhöfel, 2006), but rather because they have not yet acquired the syllable structure required to apply diphthongization. In an initial period, when only the branching nucleus parameter is set, children produce falling diphthongs, but fail to produce rising diphthongs. When the
branching onset parameter is set (allowing both CCV and CGV sequences), children start applying diphthongization to their outputs and do not apply the “wrong” rule anymore.\textsuperscript{24} It is important to observe that children’s choice of elision instead of diphthongization is not a reflex of the input. As seen in section 2.5, their mothers applied diphthongization in 74\% of the cases, elision in 70\% of the cases, and there was a very uniform distribution of the rules when either elision or diphthongization could take place: 46.8\% application of diphthongization and 46\% application of elision. Most importantly, they incorrectly applied elision in diphthongization contexts only in 1\% of the time (2 instances). Furthermore, children overapplied elision only in contexts of rising diphthongs and this again does not reflect the input.

One could think that incorrect applications of elision instead of diphthongization were guided by the Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky, 1973), in the sense that children would choose the rule with more restrictions first. If we compare elision and diphthongization, the former has more restrictions than the latter (cf. Table 1). In order for elision to apply, the target of deletion (a [+back] vowel) must be in the first position; the context can only involve weak-weak or weak-strong syllables; and a strong syllable can carry word stress, but not prominences from higher levels. As for diphthongization, a [+high] vowel has no restrictions on its position; there are no restrictions on the combination of weak and strong syllables; and the strong syllable can carry prominences up to the phonological phrase level. However, if the Elsewhere Condition were the key factor, we would be unable to explain why the contexts for falling diphthongs did not trigger elision, as opposed to contexts for rising diphthongs. After all, diphthongization has the same number of restrictions regardless of whether the output is a falling or a rising diphthong.

6.2. EFFECTS OF PROSODIC PROMINENCES

Early sensitiveness to prosody has been emphasized in various studies on language acquisition. As early as 7.5 months old, infants are sensitive to prosodic prominences and units (see Gerken; Jusczyk; Mandel, 1994; Jusczyk; Houston; Newsome, 1999; and Davis et al. 2000). As far as the acquisition of the phonological inventory is concerned, Vihman (1996) argues that phonological organization begins when children have about 50-word...
cumulative vocabulary and already display some prosodic templates (syllables and words). Other studies further show that the acquisition of segmental properties is contingent on prosodic domains (see Hernandez, 1990; Marshall; Chiat, 2003; and Morrisette; Dinnsen; Gierut, 2003). Finally, Matty et al. (1999) show that when phonotactics and prosody contradict each other, 9-month-olds rely on prosody to segment words.

As for the acquisition of the prosodic domains themselves, there is no consensus. One view is that all the prosodic domains are available since the beginning of the acquisition process (see Demuth, 1996; Kehoe, 2001; among others), another view is that lower levels are acquired before higher ones (see Demuth, 1995; Demuth; Fee, 1996), and finally, that (in the case of BP) the intonational domain is acquired prior to the acquisition of lower domains (Scarpa, 1997; Santos, 2001, 2003; Jordão; Frota, 2010; Frota et al, 2016). Despite their differences, all these studies concur that the acquisition of the prosodic properties takes place early and that the segmental inventory is organized taking prosodic units into consideration.

Given this overall picture, I raised the hypothesis in section 4 that when acquiring sandhi rules in BP, children pay close attention to prosodic units and should overapply sandhi rules while the relevant prosodic requirements have not been acquired yet. More specifically, since intonational prominence is acquired very early, this prominence should never be disregarded in the application of the rules, whereas prominences that are acquired later could be. If correct, this hypothesis should shed more light on the debate regarding the order of the acquisition of prosodic domains. Let us then see how this hypothesis fares given the results presented in section 6.

As seen in section 1, in adult language external vowel sandhi rules cannot apply when there is an intonational prominence in the context. In addition, degemination cannot apply if the context has two strong syllables, regardless of the kind of prominence involved (word stress, phonological phrase prominence, or intonational prominence). If children did not apply degemination in a strong-strong context that does not involve an intonational prominence, we would not be able to determine whether they are not applying the rule because it is optional or whether they are taking into account lower levels in the prosodic hierarchy. On the other hand, if children applied degemination in this context, this would show that they are not taking the prominences from lower levels into consideration, but only the one from the intonational level.

As we saw in section 6, in the second stage children applied degemination between two strong syllables, as exemplified in (44), repeated here in (74).

(74) [[ neNÉ]ø [Esse aQUI]ø ]; [ne.’ne.se.’ki] R. 2;1
baby this here
This baby here.
In (74), the two syllables of the context /ne.e/ carry word stress in adult language (the first one carries phonological phrase stress, as well). If children took these prominences into account, they should not apply degemination, contrary to fact. Thus, (74) shows that at this stage the prominences from lower levels do not prevent the application of the rule.

Let us finally examine the exceptional misapplications of sandhi rules seen in stage III. The first thing that calls our attention is that there is an asymmetry: while we find incorrect applications of degemination and diphthongization in contexts with an intonational prominence, as respectively illustrated in (75) and (76) below, this never happens with elision. The second point worth noticing is that the exceptional cases all involve (complete or incomplete) formulaic wh-questions of the type ‘what is this?’.

(75) [quem que [É Essa] ò ]
who that is this-fem
[kêj.'ke.sa]
‘Who is this?’
R.3;0

(76) [que É Essê]
what is this-masc
[kì.'sì]
‘What that is this?’
L.2;4

In adult language, questions of this type create the following phonological contexts (with intonational prominence in the second vowel): /ɛ.'e/ ‘é esse’, /ɛ.'ɛ/ ‘é essa’, /ɛ.'i/ ‘é isso’, and /e.'ɛ/ ‘que é’. Putting aside the intonational prominence, the segmental properties of these contexts allow for diphthongization and degemination only, not elision. Once children disregard intonational prominences only in these wh-questions, they never show incorrect applications of elision in these contexts. Thus, it is not the case that intonational prominences became occasionally irrelevant at this stage.

There remains the question of why children applied diphthongization and degemination only in these contexts. As seen above, it is not any kind of wh-questions that undergoes overapplication, but only questions like ‘o que é (isso)?’ ‘what is this?’. This kind of question appears very early in children’s production and is not restricted to BP. Brown (1973) observes that the same kind of question (‘what is that?’) appears early in children acquiring English. His proposal is that this kind of sentences has a fixed frame and is not the product of grammar. This accords well with other analyses that propose that in the early stages children show some formulaic sequences in their outputs (see Jespersen, 1924/1976; Peters, 1977, 1983; Plunket, 1993; and WRAY, 2002; among others). Formulaic sentences are defined as strings of several words in adult language that are treated and stored as single units by children. They characteristically display grammatical properties that will only show up later on in the acquisition process (PETERS, 1977), are less precise in articulation (PLUNKET, 1993), and are refractory to stress change (JESPERSEN, 1924/1976). Peters (1983) further...

25 In fact, the questions subject to diphthongization and degemination are all variations of ‘o que é isso?’ ‘what is that?’, ‘o que é essa?’ ‘what is that?’, ‘o que é esse?’ ‘what is that?’, ‘quem que é essa?’ ‘who is that?’.
proposes that formulaic sentences can be reanalyzed by children in a later stage when they take note of their internal prosodic properties (rhythm, stress, and intonation). Marina Vigário observes in her review that the processes are occurring with high frequent combinations of items from closed classes, which could suggest that the sequence was undergoing a reduction process (along the lines discussed in VIGÁRIO, 2003). In BP adult language, both degemination and diphthongization can occur even between two strong syllables (SS), provided that none carry intonational prominence. Therefore, such reduction should be understood as a reduction of the intonational prominence.

In the paulista dialect, adults may exceptionally apply diphthongization to wh-questions even when the strong syllable carries intonational prominence, as illustrated in (77), which involves a weak and a strong syllable:

$$\text{(77)} \quad \text{[que que \textit{\textipa{E}}]} \quad \text{[ki.'kje]} \quad \text{'what is (it)'}$$

This fits well with Vigário’s (2003) proposal. However, in SS contexts that involve intonational prominence, adults apply neither diphthongization nor degemination, which indicates that the reduction does not apply in these contexts, despite its high frequency in adult language:

$$\text{(78) degemination: Quem que \textit{\textipa{E}} essa?} \quad \text{[k\textipa{Ej.k\textipa{E}.\textipa{E}.sa}] \quad \text{'} [k\textipa{Ej.k\textipa{E}.\textipa{E}.sa]}$$

$$\text{(79) diphthongization: Quem que \textit{\textipa{E}} esse?} \quad \text{[k\textipa{Ej.k\textipa{E}.e.st}] \quad \text{'} [k\textipa{Ej.k\textipa{E}.e.st]}$$

Therefore, although the frequency of the items must certainly play a role, it cannot be the only reason for children’s misapplication of the rules. Otherwise, the processes under discussion would also occur in adult language, contrary to fact.

My proposal is that the sentence ‘o que é (isso)?’ is a formulaic sentence in the data examined during stages II and III. This sentence appears earlier than other wh-questions in children’s outputs. Children arguably select this structure from a larger input sentence, which includes another word to the right carrying the intonational prominence, as in (77), for example, and use it as a frozen expression (as in (78)).

$$\text{(80) [que que E Éssa aQUAL]} \quad \text{[k\textipa{Ej.k\textipa{E}.k\textipa{E}.sa}.'ki]} \quad \text{[k\textipa{Ej.k\textipa{E}.k\textipa{E}.sa}.'ki]}$$

$$\text{(81) quem-que-É-essa? (no internal analysis)} \quad \text{[k\textipa{Ej.k\textipa{E}.sa}]} \quad \text{[k\textipa{Ej.k\textipa{E}.sa]}$$

26 The string extracted by children is outlined in the adult’s output.
At stage IV, children stop overapplying diphthongization and degemination in these contexts. At this stage, they are 3;5 years old and other wh-structures have been acquired. Following Peters’s (1983) proposal, it is very plausible to conclude that children are now generating the structures associated with ‘o que é (isso)?’ and thus the production of these sentences with diphthongization and degemination no longer occurs.

This proposal is corroborated by the order of appearance of different wh-sentences corroborates. Analyzing three children from the paulista dialect (one of them being R, one of the children studied here), Grolla (2000) shows that while sentences like ‘o que é isso?’ appear when children are 2;2 years old, other interrogatives that have the same structure only appear at 2;9 years old.27

To conclude, the developmental pattern displayed by children acquiring BP provides evidence against Newton and Wells’s (2002) proposal that what children must learn is when not to apply juncture rules. If elision applied automatically and did not need to be learned, as the authors propose, children acquiring BP should employ elision disregarding segmental and prosodic requirements in the early stages. However, this is not the case. As seen above, aside from formulaic sentences, children never violate the intonational prominence restriction on elision (and degemination), which shows that sandhi rules in BP do not apply automatically and must be learned.

6.3. SUMMARY

I have proposed that children acquire the properties of sandhi rules (including the order of the contexts) independently and that sandhi rules are dependent on the acquisition of syllable structure and prosodic prominences. This proposal explains the findings on the overapplication of sandhi rules and the application of sandhi rules in a way different from adults’. As seen in section 3 above, studies on the acquisition of sandhi rules have documented overapplication in contexts of no application (Scarpa, 1997; Abaurre; Galves; Scarpa, 1999; and KOMATSU; SANTOS, 2007), the application of one rule for another (KOMATSU; SANTOS, 2004; Kickhöfel, 2006), and the application of rules deleting segments in wrong positions (see KOMATSU; SANTOS, 2007; Kickhöfel, 2006). Here I showed that overapplication occurs because (a) children do not acquire all the properties of the rules at the same time and (b) children do not apply some sandhi rules at some stages simply because they have not acquired the proper syllable structure yet.

27 This type of sentence also appears early in other dialects of BP (see OLIVEIRA, 2003).
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper I discussed the acquisition of external vowel sandhi rules in BP. The importance of studying the acquisition of rules that exist in the target language is that we can observe the changes children make in their outputs in order to acquire the adult grammar. Specifically for sandhi rules, it has been argued that (some of) these rules are adult-like since the beginning and would not need to be learned. By analyzing when and how the rules are applied by children when compared to adults, I showed that these rules are not acquired at once, but become more adult-like as the language development proceeds. I showed that the first properties acquired by children in the acquisition of sandhi rules are the prosodic ones: the intonational and word stress prominences, in this order. That is, since the beginning children never apply sandhi rules over intonational prominences, although they may apply the rules in wrong contexts, where other prominences (word prominences) or segments different from the ones in adult rules are involved. These results corroborate Santos’s (2009) work on the acquisition of elision, in which she argues that only in a later moment do children acquire the properties regarding the features of the vowels involved in the contexts for application of sandhi and that the order of the terms of the elision rule in BP is acquired independently. This is actually the last property of the rules that is acquired.

We also saw that the choice of the rules to be applied depends on other parts of the phonological development. More specifically, children used elision instead of diphthongization before they acquired the syllabic structure that would allow them to diphthongize.

The analysis developed here has the advantage of providing a unified explanation for two facts noted in previous studies: the overapplication of (some) sandhi rules in early stages and the application of these rules in a way different from adults’. Children overapply sandhi rules and apply them differently because they do not acquire all the terms of the rules simultaneously and because the application of sandhi rules is dependent on the acquisition of syllable structure.
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